Children usually miss additional information when they focus on objects or events. This common phenomenon is termed as inattentional blindness. To explore the age-related degree of this phenomenon, we applied a motion task to study the developmental difference of inattentional blindness. A group of 7-to-14-year-old children and adults participated in Experiment 1. The results showed that there was no significant developmental difference in sustained inattentional blindness. Considering that young children's performance on the primary task was poor, we hypothesized that the difficulty of the primary task may contribute to the negative findings. Therefore, we decreased the difficulty of the primary task in Experiment 2. Still, the developmental difference in inattentional blindness rates was absent. Overall, current results implied that the ability of a person to detect an unexpected moving stimuli does not always increase with age. The age-related inattentional blindness seems highly dependent on tasks.
INTRODUCTION
When engaged in an absorbing task, children tend to look without seeing additional stimuli. For instance, they cannot detect their parents or parents' directions when they are watching cartoons or playing with toys; they cannot perceive a car coming toward them when they are talking excitedly about interesting things (Bornstein, 1990; Fagan and Haiken-Vasen, 1997) . However, do these cases decrease with age?
The phenomenon of people failing to perceive an additional stimulus when they are engaged in a cognitively demanding task is termed as inattentional blindness (IB) (Mack and Rock, 1998; Simons and Chabris, 1999) . IB happens frequently in our daily life and even contributes to some accidents in traffic or medical fields (Hannon and Richards, 2010; Hughes-Hallett et al., 2015) . Therefore, a question arises as to whether some people are more likely to experience IB than others. Certain studies have focused on some individual differences of IB. For example, some researchers have investigated whether younger children are more likely to experience IB than older children (Memmert, 2006 (Memmert, , 2014 Remington et al., 2014) , and whether people who have large working memory capacities or higher fluid intelligence scores are more likely to avoid IB (Hannon and Richards, 2010; Seegmiller et al., 2011; Bredemeier and Simons, 2012; O'Shea and Fieo, 2014; Grossman et al., 2015; Kreitz et al., 2015a; Zhang et al., 2016) .
To the best of our knowledge, three studies have focused on the developmental differences of IB in children. Memmert (2006) adopted the "gorilla video" paradigm to study how the children treated an unexpected moving "gorilla" when they performed a sustained attentional task.
In the "gorilla video, " two groups of players dressed in different colors formed a circle together to pass the basketball. Participants needed to count the number of passes by a team of players within a given period of time. During this time, an actor dressed in a gorilla costume walked past the players and the detection of the "gorilla" was an indicator of an individual not experiencing IB. This study showed that 8-year-old children were more likely to fail than 13-year-old teenagers and adults to notice a person dressed in a gorilla suit walking among the players. Since children in only one age group were employed in this study, the developmental conclusions were limited. Therefore, Memmert (2014) conducted another supplementary study with children in different age groups. Four hundred and eighty 8-to-15-year-olds participated in his study, and it was found that 8-to-10-year-olds' IB rate was significantly higher than 11-to-15-year-olds'. There was no significant difference between 8-to-10-year-old and 11-to-15-year-old children. Remington et al. (2014) applied the "line-length judgment task" to investigate the developmental differences of IB in 7-to-14-year-old children. In the "line-length judgment task, " participants should determine which line on a fast-emerging cross was longer. In one trial, an unexpected object appeared in one quadrant of the cross. Participants were asked if they detected something other than the cross, and they also needed to explain the shape and position of the object. Remington et al. (2014) adjusted the perceptual load of the primary task by changing the line-length difference and set the unexpected stimuli in the central or peripheral areas. The results showed that children's detection of an unexpected stimulus increased with age ranging from 7 to 14 years, but the turning point of development changed under different parameters.
These former studies on the developmental differences in IB show that IB develops by phase and the turning point changes according to the paradigm and the detailed parameters of the paradigm. According to Lavie and Tsal (1994) perceptual load model, whether people can detect the task-independent stimuli depends critically on whether they have surplus cognitive resources after focusing on task-related stimuli. It can be summarized that the mechanism of limited resources in people can account for some incidence of IB. Younger children are more likely to experience IB than older children, and this may be due to the lack of cognitive resources to process task-irrelevant stimuli.
However, there is evidence that IB occurs even when cognitive resources are abundant. Participants might be blind to non-target stimuli if the task instructions did not specifically direct them to pay attention to those stimuli, even if they had sufficient perceptual capacity (Eitam et al., 2013) . It can be interpreted that people who insisted more on the instructions would be more likely to experience IB. A study conducted by Conway et al. (2001) showed that the participants who have lower self-control levels are more likely to report irrelevant messages. It implied that the people who could control themselves well would be more likely to insist on the instructions and experience IB. In addition, along with the age increase, children can maintain the activation of relevant stimuli and better inhibit irrelevant stimuli (Huizinga et al., 2006; Conklin et al., 2007) . If the impact of the executive function exceeds the limited resource, there is another possibility that the IB rates would increase with age in childhood.
In brief, the developmental differences of IB can reveal the cognitive mechanism of IB to some extent; i.e., age-related-IB is better dominated by the limited resource mechanism or the executive function mechanism. Decreasing IB rates with age support the limited resource mechanism (Memmert, 2006 (Memmert, , 2014 Remington et al., 2014) . In other words, if the IB rates increase with age, the executive function mechanism will overtake the age difference in IB (Conway et al., 2001 ). Moreover, if there is no significant age difference in IB, it is probable that these two mechanisms of opposite effects may play roles simultaneously in the developmental differences of IB, and hence there is no significant difference of IB rates in different age groups. If the last hypothesis is verified, age-related IB should be considered more systematically from other individual characteristics.
As we know, the ecological validity of a motion task (sustained IB paradigm: primary task and unexpected stimuli are both dynamic) is better than the "line-length judgment task" (static IB paradigm: primary task and unexpected stimuli are both static). In the "line-length judgment task, " the primary task and the unexpected stimuli both occurred only within hundreds of milliseconds (Mack and Rock, 1998 ). They are rare in daily life. Meanwhile, the structure of the motion task is stronger than that of the "gorilla video" paradigm. The moving speed, the size of the letters, and the background of the screen are stationary in the motion task. However, as in a sustained IB paradigm, the size of the players and the speed of passing the basketball are not stationary in the "gorilla video" paradigm, and sometimes the screen background changed (Simons and Chabris, 1999) . From overall considerations, we selected the motion task to investigate the developmental difference of children and adults in the current study.
Given that high attention is needed in the motion task, children under 7 years of age are not well-focused (Betts et al., 2006) , and the IB of 14-year-old children is relatively stable (Memmert, 2006) . For these reasons, we aimed to investigate 7-to-14-year-old children as well as adults in the current study.
EXPERIMENT 1 Methods

Participants
Two hundred and ten people participated in the present study. They were recruited from two schools in Beijing and Hangzhou, China. We removed from the analysis the participants whose accuracy of the counting task in the inattentional trial was less than two standard deviations of the average value in their age group (total 10 participants). Seven other participants were removed from the analysis because of computer errors. After exclusions, the experimental age groups consisted of the following participants (N, mean age ± SD): 7-8-year-olds (40, 7.53 ± 0.60), 9-10-year-olds (35, 9.60 ± 0.55), 11-12-year-olds (29, 11.60 ± 0.35), 13-14-year-olds (44, 13.00 ± 0.55), and adults (45, 18.71 ± 0.76).
All the participants had normal or corrected normal vision. The participants did not have any clinical or subclinical conditions that could affect their performance and they did not take any medication that could affect their performance. Before participation, parents and children or adult participants signed the informed consent forms. The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Materials
The IB task used in this study was similar to the typical motion task (Most et al., 2001 ; see Figure 1 ). The background color of every animated segment was light gray (15.9 cd/m 2 ) and the expected items were four white (35.2 cd/m 2 ) shapes (two Ls, 1.4 • × 0.7 • and two Ts, 1.1 • × 1.4 • ) and four black (3.6 cd/m 2 ) shapes (two Ls, 1.4 • × 0.7 • and two Ts, 1.1 • × 1.4 • ) that moved independently along straight paths, occasionally bouncing off the display edges. Participants were instructed to count the number of times the four black shapes bounced off the edges during one trial (18 s) and to ignore the movements of the four white shapes. The total bouncing time was 33-34 s. In total, the participants completed three trials. The first trial was a practice run without any unexpected stimulus. The second trial was an inattentional trial. An unexpected stimulus, a dark gray plus sign ("+") (7.3 cd/m 2 , 1.2 • × 1.3 • ), moved along the central horizontal line from left to right for approximately 6-12 s.
After completing the counting task, the participants were asked a series of questions about the unexpected stimulus (see Supplementary Material A for the exact wording of all the questions). When a participant reported that he had noticed an additional stimulus and could select the correct shape and location of the stimulus that occurred during the trial, that participant was placed in the "non-inattentional blindness" (NIB) category; others were placed in the "IB" category. The third trial was a divided-attentional trial that was identical to the preceding inattentional trial except that, before the trial, participants were instructed that an additional stimulus would occur and that they should divide their attention to the additional stimulus while performing the counting task. If, after this trial, the participants reported that they had noticed the additional stimulus and could select the right shape and the path of the stimulus, those participants were placed in the "non-divided blindness" (NDB) category; others were placed in the "divided blindness" (DB) category.
Procedure
For children, these experiments were conducted in groups, with 5-6 participants per group and they were grouped according to their age. Participants were tested in a meeting room (with an area of approximately 300 m 2 ) with six laptops placed in six different locations. The IB tasks were presented on the laptops, which had 14.1-inch monitors, with a refresh rate of 60 Hz and a screen resolution of 1,024 × 768 pixels. Participants were seated at a distance of approximately 57 cm from the screen. Three experimenters were present in these experiments. One experimenter explained the needs of the task outside the lab. Participants were allowed to start the formal experiment only if they could correctly answer the questions concerning the actions involved in the test (see Supplementary Material B for the exact wording of the experiment request and all the questions the experimenter asked). It took each participant approximately 8-10 min to complete the tasks. All the participants completed the IB task in one morning to avoid the dissemination of experimental information among the participants who had not completed the experiment.
For adults, considering that most of them could understand the experiment requests well, the experiments were conducted in two groups in the computer classroom.
Results
The accuracy of the primary task, the IB rates, and the DB rates of different age groups are shown in Table 1 . We compared the IB rates of different age groups by using the chi-square test. The results showed that there was no significant developmental difference of IB rates in 7-to-14-year-old children and adults [χ 2 (4) = 1.222, p = 0.874]. Additionally, we also compared the DB rates among these groups by performing chi-square tests. The results showed that there was no significant developmental difference of DB rates in 7-to-14-year-old children and adults (χ 2 (4) = 5.950, p = 0.203).
We compared the accuracy of the primary task among these age groups (accuracy in the inattentional trial was recorded as ACC 1 ; accuracy in the divided trial was recorded as ACC 2 ) by using ANOVA. The analysis revealed a significant increase in ACC 1 and ACC 2 with age: ACC 1 , F(4,188) = 9.984, p < 0.000, partial η 2 = 0.175; ACC 2 , F(4,181) = 3.995, p = 0.004, partial η 2 = 0.081.
Meanwhile, we also investigated the relationship between IB and the accuracy of the primary task by using a T-test. The ACC 1 of IBs and NIBs are shown in Table 2 and the ACC 2 of IBs and NIBs are shown in Table 3 . The results showed that there was no significant difference between IBs and NIBs in terms of the accuracy of the primary task in every age group. However, the results of the paired sample T-test showed that ACC 1 was significantly higher than ACC 2 for 7-to-14-year-olds and adults [t(186) = 2.398, p = 0.017].
Discussion
More than half of the participants suffered from IB during this experiment. This result confirms that IB is indeed a common phenomenon (Simons and Chabris, 1999 ) not only in childhood but also in adulthood. However, the current results showed that even if adults and older children could count the crash times more accurately, the detection rate of the unexpected dynamic object was not higher than that for the younger children. In addition, there was no significant difference between the results of IB and the performance of the primary tasks. This is also consistent with the results of previous studies (Simons and Jensen, 2009; Bredemeier and Simons, 2012) ; i.e., whether or not an unexpected stimulus was detected is not directly related to the performance of the primary task.
Children's cognitive abilities develop simultaneously with age. With the increase in age, children can process information faster (Kail and Salthouse, 1994) ; their attention abilities are better (Rebok et al., 1997) ; their intelligence is higher (Arthur and Day, 1994; Lynn et al., 2004) ; and their working memory capacities are larger (Hambrick and Engle, 2002; Rhodes and Kelley, 2005) . These evidences indicate that children's perceptual capacities develop during childhood. Considering the mechanism of limited resources, it seems that adults and older children would be more likely to process the unexpected stimuli because their perceptual capacities are higher. However, the present results showed that there was no significant developmental difference of IB rates between children aged 7-14 years and adults. This finding is inconsistent with the previous findings that children's IB rates decreased with age (Memmert, 2006 (Memmert, , 2014 Remington et al., 2014) . The negative findings on the developmental difference of IB need to be treated with caution. In fact, Neisser's initial study of children's selective attention suggested that children have a higher incidence of detecting unexpected stimuli compared with adults (Neisser, 1979) . It means that children's IB rate is lower than that of adults. However, Neisser was critical of this finding. Considering that some children had not successfully completed the primary task, Neisser supposed that the finding that children shift to unexpected stimuli should be attributed to their inability to remain well-focused on the primary moving task. Neisser explained that it is logical to hypothesize that younger children are not less likely to detect unexpected stimuli than older children and adults, probably because they cannot focus on the main task.
Indeed, the performance of the primary task of children aged 7-8 years was not satisfactory. Their mean accuracy of the primary task was worse than 80%. If we apply this criterion for adult participants, only the participants whose accuracy reaches 80% can be considered as "on task" in the primary task (Seegmiller et al., 2011) ; i.e., most of the 7-8-year-old children were "off task" in the primary task. Therefore, the fact that children could not remain focused on the primary task may account for the negative findings of Experiment 1. To explore the effect of the primary task, we decreased the difficulty of the primary task in Experiment 2 so that most children can be "on task" in the primary task.
EXPERIMENT 2 Methods
Participants
One hundred and ninety-one people participated in the present study. They were recruited from Hangzhou and Shaoxing, China. From the analysis, we removed eight participants whose accuracy in the counting task in the inattentional trial was less than two standard deviations of the average value in their age group. Seven participants were removed from the analysis because of computer errors. After exclusions, the experimental age groups consisted of the following participants (N, mean age ± SD): 7-8-year-olds (32, 7.72 ± 0.52), 9-10-year-olds (31, 9.61 ± 0.50), 11-12-year-olds (36, 11.73 ± 0.45), 13-14-year-olds (42, 13.24 ± 0.43), and adults (39, 18.24 ± 0.49).
All the participants had normal or corrected normal vision. The participants did not have any clinical or subclinical conditions that could affect their performance and they did not take any medication that could affect their performance. Before participation, parents and children or adult participants signed informed consent forms. The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Materials
The IB task was identical to that of Experiment 1 except that the target moves more slowly and the crash time of the primary task is less than that of Experiment 1. The total bouncing time was 22-23 s.
Procedure
These experiments were administered in a manner similar to Experiment 1, except that children were tested in computer rooms using only five computers. The seat arrangement was fully considered to avoid the interference from each other. The adult experiments were administered in the same way as Experiment 1.
Results
The accuracy of the primary task as well as the IB rates and the DB rates of different age groups are presented in Table 4 . We compared the IB rates of different age groups by using the chi-square test. The results showed no significant difference in the IB rates between 7-to-14-year-old children and adults [χ 2 (4) = 3.944, p = 0.414]. Additionally, we compared the DB rates of these groups by performing chi-square tests in the current experiment. The results showed that the DB rates significantly decreased with age in 7-to-14-year-old children and adults [χ 2 (4) = 22.938, p < 0.000].
In addition, we investigated the relationship between IB and the accuracy of the primary task by performing a T-test. The ACC 1 of IBs and NIBs are listed in Table 5 , and the ACC 2 of IBs and NIBs are listed in Table 6 . The T-test results showed that no significant difference exists between IBs and NIBs in terms of the accuracy of the primary task in every age group. However, the results of the paired sample T-test showed that ACC 1 was significantly higher than ACC 2 for 7-to-14-year-olds and adults [t(175) = 2.404, p = 0.017]. Moreover, we compared the IB rates under high load (Experiment 1) and low load (Experiment 2) conditions in different age groups by using the chi-square test. We found that the IB rates under low load was significantly higher than that under high load in 13-14-year-old children [χ 2 (1) = 9.227, p = 0.002]. The accuracy of the primary task both under high and low loads were also compared by using the T-test in different age groups. The results showed that ACC 1 under low load was higher than that under high load in 7-8-year-old children [t(70) = 1.918, p = 0.06] and 11-12-year-old children [t(57) = 2.109, p = 0.039].
Discussion
The current results did not confirm the hypothesis that the difficulty of the primary task may be attributed to the negative findings of the developmental differences in IB rates. We even decreased the difficulty of the primary task and made most of the participants "on task" in the primary task; yet the children detecting the unexpected stimuli did not increase with age. It would be an exaggeration to say that there is no significant developmental difference of sustained IB rates, but it is logical to indicate that the detection of the unexpected moving object by children did not increase with age in the current two cases.
After the crash times of the primary task were reduced in the present experiment, the participants could perform better in the primary task than in Experiment 1. However, an interesting result showed that the participants' detection of the unexpected moving object decreased when the difficulty of the primary task decreased in some age groups. This result was inconsistent with the previous findings that the IB rates would decrease if the difficulty of the primary task is decreased (Simon et al., 1999; Todd et al., 2005; Cartwright-Finch and Lavie, 2007; Calvillo and Jackson, 2013) . However, de Fockert and Bremner's (2011) study showed that decreasing the difficulty of the primary task might also increase the IB rate, if stimulus detection is competing for attention with a concurrent visual task. It means that when the crash times decreased, the primary task would consume moderate attentional resource, and then participants could maintain the attention on the current task and inhibit task-irrelevant stimuli better. Therefore, when the primary task was easier, it was more possible for participants to experience IB.
However, we found that there was developmental difference of DB rates in the current experiment. Adults and older children better detected the additional stimuli when they were instructed to divide attention to additional stimuli. This implied that the developmental differences of the DB rates were more sensitive to the primary task.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Combined together, the results of these two experiments indicate that there are no developmental differences of sustained IB rates in the current two motion tasks. These results are consistent with the notion that the individual differences in detecting the unexpected object depends on the detailed experimental settings (Kreitz et al., 2015a) . However, in the two experiments, the performance of participants in the primary task revealed that attention capacity developed with age (Paus, 1989; Klimkeit et al., 2004; Betts et al., 2006) .
It must be mentioned that our results are inconsistent with the findings that children's IB rates decrease with age (Memmert, 2006 (Memmert, , 2014 Remington et al., 2014) . Compared with sustained IB, static IB is more sensitive to the cognitive resources. Kreitz et al. (2015a) explored the relationship between IB and cognitive abilities. They found that working memory capacity can predict attention only in central static IB tasks, and there is no cognitive measure to predict sustained IB. Therefore, it was more likely to show significant developmental differences in static IB (Remington et al., 2014) . In addition, Memmert's (2006 Memmert's ( , 2014 research applied the "gorilla video" task, a sustained IB paradigm, and found significant developmental differences of IB. These results should be attributed to the different paradigm of sustained IB compared with the current research. Therefore, compared with the "gorilla video" task, the motion task has more influential factors when it is applied to test IB (Seegmiller et al., 2011; Bredemeier and Simons, 2012; Kreitz et al., 2015a) . Our hypothesis here that the limited resource and executive function mechanisms affect the developmental differences of IB simultaneously in 7-to-14-yearolds and adults reflects that the IB rates do not differ with the age of participants, but this opinion should be tested in substantive experiments.
A growing literature has sought to pay attention to the individual differences of IB. Researchers expected to find some predictors of IB, but most of them have not found positive results. Kreitz et al. (2015b) investigated the relevance of IB and personality traits. They found that openness was a predictor of IB. However, other studies did not show the correlation between IB and personality traits, such as emotional distress, anxiety, worry, depression, schizotypy, and achievement motivation (Bredemeier et al., 2014) . Moreover, the series of studies on the topic of IB and working memory do not appear closely related between these two cognitive performances However, this phenomenon may be influenced by multiple factors which may affect IB when exploring the individual difference of IB. Hence, when we investigate the individual differences of IB, it seems necessary to examine the characteristics of all aspects at the same time, such as age, personality, and cognitive ability.
Even though no significant developmental differences of the IB rates exist in the two different conditions, it is interesting to find that adults and older children are more likely to detect moving objects under the divided attentional condition compared with the younger children with a low difficulty level of the primary task. This implies that children's divided attention develops with age in some conditions, consistent with other serious evidences (Paus, 1989; Klimkeit et al., 2004; Betts et al., 2006) . Additionally, both the experiments show that participants' performance in the primary task would reduce in a divided attentional trial compared with an inattentional trial. It means that whether or not a participant detects an object, the presence of the object automatically captures the participant's attention, consistent with the evidence of attention capture (Theeuwes, 1994) .
Actually, the negative findings should be treated cautiously. There are some limitations that we should admit. First, the difficulty of the primary task should be further adjusted so as to systematically investigate the effect of the primary task in the developmental differences of IB. Another possibility is that no developmental differences on IB rates should be attributed to the high difficulty of the primary tasks even in Experiment 2. However, if nearly every participant could totally respond correctly to the primary task, will the developmental differences of IB rates occur? It is a question we should deal with in a future study. In addition, as there was still a part of the participants who could not detect the unexpected stimuli in the divided attentional trial, a full attentional trial should be added to test whether every participant could detect the unexpected stimuli in the full attentional condition. Moreover, individual personality traits and cognitive abilities should be systematically examined in a task package in our future studies. This can help us learn more about the roles of these factors in the development of IB so as to further analyze the cognitive mechanism of the developmental differences
